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duration and stopping, 59
efficacy, 58
mode of action, 57–8
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side effects, 58
time-frame, 58
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differential diagnoses, 142
anxiety exposure graph, 143
aripiprazole
bipolar affective disorder (BPAD), 162
key information, 495, 496
psychosis, 157
rapid tranquilisation (RT), 444
relative side effect profile, 492, 493
Assertive Outreach Team (AOT), 6
assessment, psychiatric, 31
diagnosis, 42–4
formulation, 42–3
history taking
approach, 32–3
content, 33–5
mental state examination (MSE), 36–37
collateral history, 37–8
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atypical depression
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behavioural activation (BA), 73–4
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avoid in generalised anxiety disorder (GAD), 145
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mania, 341–344
mood stabilisers
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pregnancy, 183–8
rapid cycling disorder, 164
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borderline personality disorder, see emotionally unstable personality disorder
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Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS), 57
bulimia nervosa, 475
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children and young people, 103
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self-harm, 330–35
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legal considerations, 103–4
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key information, 494
pregnancy, 186
relative side effect profile, 492
chronic depression
differential diagnosis, 136
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Clinical Institute Withdrawal Assessment of Alcohol scale, revised (CIWA-Ar), 251, 54, 509–10
Clinical Opiate Withdrawal Scale (COWS), 262, 511–12
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clo mipramine
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clonazepam
key information, 504
clozapine, 235–9
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psychosis, 157
relative side effect profile, 492
residual symptoms, 241
smoking, 237
stopping once discharged, 241
tachycardia, 240
neutropenia, 239–40
cognitive analytic therapy (CAT), 69
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), 68
cognitive impairment
differential diagnosis, 370
reversible causes, 191
cognitive testing
Mini-Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (M-ACE), 530–31
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA), 515
community mental health teams (CMHTs), 6
services flowchart, 5
Community Psychiatric Nurses (CPNs), 10
community-based psychiatric services, 6
competence
children and young people, 103–4
complaints, 108
compliments, 107–8
confidentiality, 26–7
driving, 206–7
self-harm in young people, 334
consent
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), 293
refusal of urgent treatment, 455
contacts, useful, 539–40
counter-transference, 78–9
couples therapy, 70
crisis plan, 315
cultural considerations, 91–3, 95
vague presentation, 370
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differential diagnosis, 342
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expected deaths, 438
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documentation and dissemination, 437–8
immediate, 437
longer-term, 438
working with family, 437
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signs and symptoms, 346
young people, 351
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GBL/GHB withdrawal, 464–5
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management, 193–94
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denial, 80
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relative side effects, 493
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discharge from ward, 217–19
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discrimination, 89–91, 95
disengagement see non-engagement
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